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Abstract

Sparsity-based models and techniques have been exploited in many signal process-
ing and imaging applications. Data-driven methods based on dictionary and transform
learning enable learning rich image features from data, and can outperform analytical
models. In particular, alternating optimization algorithms for dictionary learning have
been popular. In this work, we focus on alternating minimization for a specific struc-
tured unitary operator learning problem, and provide a convergence analysis. While
the algorithm converges to the critical points of the problem generally, our analysis
establishes under mild assumptions, the local linear convergence of the algorithm to
the underlying generating model of the data. Analysis and numerical simulations show
that our assumptions hold well for standard probabilistic data models. In practice, the
algorithm is robust to initialization.

1 Introduction

Various models of signals and images are popular in signal processing and imaging applica-
tions, including dictionary and sparsifying transform models, tensor models, and manifold
models. The learning of such models from training data sets has become increasingly popular.
Learned models may outperform analytical or fixed models in various applications. For exam-
ple, learned dictionaries and sparsifying transforms work well in applications such as image
and video denoising, inpainting, and medical image reconstruction [3, 15, 24, 27, 30, 46, 43].
This work focuses on analyzing a structured dictionary learning algorithm. In particular, the
ability of the algorithm to recover generative models of data is analyzed. In the following,
we present some background in dictionary learning, before discussing the learning problem
and algorithm, and our contributions.
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1.1 Background

The synthesis dictionary and sparsifying transform models of signals have been quite pop-
ular. While the synthesis dictionary model approximates a signal y ∈ Rn as y ≈ Dz with
D ∈ Rn×J denoting the synthesizing dictionary and z ∈ RJ denoting the sparse code (i.e.,
‖z‖0 � n with the `0 “norm” counting the number of non-zero vector entries), the spar-
sifying transform model assumes that Wy ≈ x, where W ∈ RK×n denotes a sparsifying
transform and x is assumed to have several zeros (corresponding to the transform rows that
approximately annihilate the signal). Finding the optimal sparse approximation for a signal
in the synthesis dictionary model involves solving the well-known synthesis sparse coding
problem1 that is known to be NP-hard in general [18], and numerous algorithms exist for
the problem [22, 17, 9, 11, 19, 10] that provide the solution under certain conditions. In
the transform model, sparse transform-domain approximations are obtained by simple (e.g.,
hard or soft) thresholding [27].

The learning of dictionaries and transforms from a collection of signals has been the
subject of many works [20, 13, 3, 45, 15, 38, 5, 27, 25, 26, 42], and such learned models
provide promising results in applications [12, 16, 24, 14, 28]. Often additional properties are
enforced on the dictionary during learning, e.g., incoherence [8, 23], low-rank atoms [31], etc.
Algorithms for learning often alternate between a sparse coding step (where sparse approxi-
mations of training signals are computed) and a model update step (where the dictionary or
transform are updated) [13, 3, 45, 34, 37, 15, 21, 38, 35, 36, 5, 27, 42].

Dictionary and transform learning problems are often highly non-convex, and many learn-
ing algorithms lack proven convergence guarantees or model recovery guarantees. Recent
works [39, 1, 4, 44, 5, 6, 2, 32, 29] have studied the convergence of specific learning algo-
rithms. Some of these works [5, 6, 32, 29] demonstrate promising results in applications for
efficient algorithms and prove convergence of the learning methods to the critical points (or
generalized stationary points [33]) in the problems. Other works [1, 2] prove the recovery
of the underlying generative model for specific learning methods, but rely on many restric-
tive assumptions. Moreover, these schemes are also computationally expensive, and have
not been demonstrated to be practically powerful in applications such as inverse problems.
Another very recent two-part work [40, 41] focuses on structured, complete dictionaries and
studies the geometric properties of the non-convex objective for dictionary learning over a
high dimensional sphere. It shows with high probability that there are no spurious local
minimizers and provides a specific convergent (to local minimizers) algorithm. In the fol-
lowing section, we outline a structured (unitary) dictionary or transform learning approach
that involves simple, computationally cheap updates and works well in many applications.
We investigate its convergence properties in the rest of the paper.

1.2 Learning Formulation and Algorithm

Given an n × N training data set P, whose columns represent training signals, our goal
is to find an n × n sparsifying transformation matrix W and an n × N sparse coefficients

1For example, one may minimize ‖y −Dz‖22 with respect to z subject to ‖z‖0 ≤ s, where s denotes a set
sparsity level, or an alternative version of this problem.
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(representation) matrix Z by solving the following constrained optimization problem:

arg min
W,Z

‖WP− Z‖2F s.t. WTW = Id,
∥∥Z(.,j)

∥∥
0
≤ s ∀j. (1)

We focus on the learning of unitary sparsifying operators (WTW = Id with Id denoting
the identity matrix) that have shown promise in various applications such as denoising and
medical image reconstruction [25, 29, 30]. The columns Z(.,j) of Z have at most s non-zeros
(measured using the `0 “norm”), where s is a given parameter. Alternatives to Problem (1)
involve replacing the column-wise sparsity constraints with a constraint on the total sparsity
(aggregate sparsity) of the entire matrix Z, or using a sparsity penalty (e.g., `p penalties
with 0 ≤ p ≤ 1). Problem (1) is equivalent to learning a dictionary WT for sparsely
approximating the training data P as WTZ.

Alternating minimization algorithms are commonly used for dictionary learning [13, 3,
34, 38]. One could alternate between solving for W and Z in Problem (1) [25, 29]. In
this case, the solution for the tth Z update (sparse coding step) is obtained as Zt

(.,j) =

Hs(W
t−1P(.,j)) ∀j, where P(.,j) and Zt

(.,j) denote the jth columns of P and Zt respectively,

and the operator Hs(·) zeros out all but the s largest magnitude elements of a vector, leaving
other entries unchanged (i.e., thresholding to s largest elements). The solution for the
subsequent W update (operator update step) is obtained by first computing the full singular
value decomposition (SVD) of ZtPT as VΣUT , and then Wt = VUT . The algorithm
repeats these relatively cheap updates until convergence. The overall method is provided in
Algorithm 1.

Problem (1) is also interpreted as training an efficient convolutional sparsifying transfor-
mation for 2D (or higher dimensional) images. To see this, we observe that if overlapping
patches of an image or collection of images of size

√
n ×

√
n are (vectorized and) used

for training with periodic image boundary condition (so patches at image boundaries wrap
around on the opposite side of the image) and a patch stride of 1 pixel in the horizontal
and vertical directions (maximal patch overlap), then the transform learned by Problem (1)
is applied to sparse code the data by first applying each row to all the image patches via
inner products, followed by thresholding operations. The sparse outputs of the transform are
thus generated by circularly convolving its reshaped (into 2D patches) rows with the image
followed by thresholding. Thus, Problem (1) adapts a collection of orthogonal sparsifying
filters for images, and Algorithm 1 can be implemented with filtering-based operations.

1.3 Contributions

In this work, we investigate the convergence properties of the aforementioned alternating
minimization algorithm for unitary sparsifying operator learning. Recent works have shown
convergence of the algorithm (or its variants) to critical points of the equivalent unconstrained
problem [29, 28, 7], where the constraints are replaced with barrier penalties (that take
value +∞ when the constraint is violated and 0 otherwise). Here, we further prove the
fast local linear convergence of the algorithm to the underlying generative data models.
Our results hold under mild assumptions that depend on the properties of the underlying
(“generating”) sparse coefficients matrix Z. We show analytically and experimentally that
these assumptions hold well for well-known probabilistic models of Z such as when Z has
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columns with random support locations and i.i.d. Gaussian non-zero coefficients. In practice,
the learning algorithm is robust or insensitive to initialization.

1.4 Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main convergence results
and proofs. Section 3 presents experimental results supporting the statements in Section 2
and illustrating the empirical behavior of the transform learning algorithm. In Section 4, we
conclude with proposals for future work.

Algorithm 1 Alternating Optimization for (1)

Input: Training data matrix P, maximum iteration count L, sparsity s
Output: WL, ZL

Initialize: W0 and t = 1
for t ≤ L do

Zt
(.,j) = Hs

(
Wt−1P(.,j)

)
∀ j . Zt = arg minZ:‖Z(.,j)‖0≤s ∀j ‖W

t−1P− Z‖2F
PZtT=UtΣtVtT . Wt = arg minW:WT W=Id ‖WP− Zt‖2F
Wt = VtUtT

t = t+ 1
end for

2 Convergence Analysis

The main contribution of this work is the convergence analysis of Algorithm 1. We begin this
section outlining notation and the assumptions under which our analysis operates. Following
this, we summarize the theoretical guarantees of our work and present the proofs for these
results.

2.1 Notation

We adopt the following notation in the rest of the paper. Matrix Z denotes the n × N
sparse coefficients matrix, W is the n × n sparsifying transform, and P denotes the n ×N
data set. The tth approximation of a variable (iterate in the algorithm) is denoted (·)t.
Capitalized variables are used for matrices and lowercase variables are used for vectors, with
further subscripts denoting the row, column, or entry of the matrix or vector. The ith row,
jth column, and the (i, j)th entry of a matrix M are denoted M(i,·), M(·,j), and M(i,j),
respectively. For any vector v, S(v) denotes the function that returns the support, i.e.,
S(v) := {i : vi 6= 0}, where vi denotes the ith entry (scalar) of v. The operator Hs(v)
leaves the s largest magnitude elements of v unchanged and zeros out all other entries (i.e.,
thresholding to s largest elements). Matrix Dk denotes an n×n diagonal matrix of ones and
a zero at location (k, k). Additionally, D̃k denotes an N ×N diagonal matrix that has ones
at entries (i, i) for i ∈ S(Z∗(k,·)) and zeros elsewhere, and matrix Z∗ is defined in Section
2.2 (see assumption (A1)). The Frobenious norm, denoted ‖X‖2F , is the the sum of squared
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elements of X, and ‖X‖2 denotes the spectral norm. Lastly, Id denotes the appropriately
sized identity matrix.

2.2 Assumptions

We begin with the following assumptions that will be used in various results:

(A1) Generative model: There exists a Z∗ and unitary W∗ such that W∗P = Z∗ and
‖P‖2 = 1 (normalized data).

(A2) Sparsity: The columns of Z∗ are s-sparse, i.e., ‖Z∗(·,j)‖0 = s ∀ j.

(A3) Spectral property: The underlying Z∗ satisfies the following bound
κ4(Z∗) max1≤k≤n ‖DkZ

∗D̃k‖2 < 1, where κ(·) denotes the condition number (ra-
tio of largest to smallest singular value).

(A4) Orthogonal coefficients: The rows of Z∗ are orthonormal, i.e., Z∗Z∗T = Id.

(A5) Initialization: ‖W0 −W∗‖F ≤ ε for an appropriate small ε > 0. 2

The first two assumptions are on a generative model for the data, i.e., we would like the
algorithm to find an underlying sparsifying transform and representation matrix such that
W∗P = Z∗ holds, where the columns of Z∗ have at most s nonzeros. The coefficients are
assumed “structured” in assumption (A3), satisfying a spectral property, which will be used
to establish our theoretical results. We will present an analysis and empirical results showing
that the spectral property holds for well-known probabilistic models. Assumption (A4) on
orthogonality of coefficient matrix (normalized) rows simplifies the condition in assumption
(A3) (since κ(Z∗) = 1) and is used in presenting/proving one version of the results, but
is omitted in the generalization. In practice, for well-known probabilistic models of the
coefficient matrix, we will show empirically that the orthogonality holds asymptotically.
Assumption (A5) on algorithm initialization states that the initial sparsifying transform,
W0 is sufficiently close to the solution W∗. Such an assumption has also been made in other
works, where the issue of good initialization is tackled separately [1, 2]. Our main results
are stated next.

2.3 Main Results

Theorem 2.1 first presents a convergence result using all the aforementioned assumptions.
Then Theorem 2.2 generalizes the result by dropping Assumption (A4). Proposition 1 states
that Assumption (A3) holds under a general probabilistic model on the sparse representation
matrix Z∗. We also later show numerical results illustrating Proposition 1. We also provide
a corollary on a special case of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and some remarks. In particular,
Remark 1 discusses dropping the data normalization assumption in (A1), and Remark 2
discusses the effect of noise on Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

2Although we do not specify the best (largest permissible) ε explicitly, ε < 1
2 minj β

(
Z∗

(·,j)
‖Z∗

(·,j)‖2

)
with

β(·) denoting the smallest nonzero magnitude in a vector, will arise in one of our proof steps. The actual
permissible ε is also dictated as per (convergence of) Taylor series expansions discussed in the proof.
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Theorem 2.1. Under Assumptions (A1) − (A5), the Frobenius error between the iterates
generated by Algorithm 1 and the underlying generative model in Assumptions (A1) and
(A2) is bounded as follows:

‖Zt − Z∗‖F ≤ qt−1ε, ‖Wt −W∗‖F ≤ qtε, (2)

where q , max1≤k≤n ‖DkZ
∗D̃k‖2 < 1 and ε is fixed based on the initialization.

Theorem 2.2. Under Assumptions (A1)− (A3) and (A5), the iterates in Algorithm 1 con-
verge linearly to the underlying generative model in Assumptions (A1) and (A2), i.e., the
Frobenius error between the iterates and the generative model satisfies

‖Zt − Z∗‖F ≤ qt−1ε, ‖Wt −W∗‖F ≤ qtε, (3)

where q , κ4
(
Z∗
)

max1≤k≤n ‖DkZ
∗D̃k‖2 < 1 and ε is fixed based on the initialization.

Next, we discuss special cases of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 when s = 2. In the case
of Theorem 2.1, a simple intuitive condition that the supports of no two rows of Z∗ fully
overlap ensures linear convergence (q < 1), i.e., ensures Assumption (A3) holds.

Corollary 2.3. (Case s = 2) For Theorem 2.1, when s = 2 and no two rows of Z∗ have
identical support, then q < 1 holds in Assumption (A3). For Theorem 2.2 (without Assump-
tion (A4)), when s = 2, then q < 1 holds in Assumption (A3) if ‖Z∗(i,·)|S(Z∗

(i,.))∩S(Z∗
(k,.))‖2 <

κ−4(Z∗) for all i 6= k, where the norm is computed only with respect to the elements of Z∗(i,·)
in the support S(Z∗(i,.)) ∩ S(Z∗(k,.)).

The effect of dropping the data normalization assumption in (A1) is discussed next. The
convergence rate factor q in this case is modified by being normalized by ‖P‖2 = ‖Z∗‖2,
which keeps it invariant to scaling of Z∗.

Remark 1. When the unit spectral norm condition on P in Assumption (A1) is dropped, the
‖Wt −W∗‖F bound in Theorem 2.2 holds with q ,

(
κ4
(
Z∗
)
/‖P‖2

)
max1≤k≤n ‖DkZ

∗D̃k‖2
and the bound on ‖Zt − Z∗‖F holds but with ε replaced by ‖P‖2ε.

As will be clear from the proofs in Section 2.4, when Assumption (A2) stating ‖Z∗(·,j)‖0 = s

is relaxed to ‖Z∗(·,j)‖0 ≤ s, then the (common) linear contraction factor q for the error in

each iteration in Theorem 2.2 (with respect to previous iteration’s error) is replaced with
q(t) , κ4

(
Z∗
)

max1≤k≤n ‖DkZ
∗D̃t

k‖2, where D̃t
k is defined similar to D̃k but with respect to

S(Zt
(k,·)) (which is shown in Section 2.4 to contain S(Z∗(k,·))). Next, we discuss the scenario

and models when the assumption q < 1 is generally valid.

Proposition 1. Suppose the locations of the s nonzeros in each column of Z∗ are cho-
sen independently and uniformly at random, and the non-zero entries are i.i.d. with
mean zero and variance n/sN . Then, for fixed s, n, and s < n, we have that qN ,(
κ4
(
Z∗
)
/‖P‖2

)
max1≤k≤n ‖DkZ

∗D̃k‖2 < 1 for large enough N with high probability. In
particular, we have the following limit almost surely.

q∗ = lim
N→∞

qN =

√
s− 1

n− 1
(4)
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Proposition 1 holds for several well-known distributions of Z∗ such as when its column
supports are drawn independently and uniformly at random and the nonzero entries are a)
i.i.d. with Z∗(i,j) ∼ N (0, n

sN
) or b) i.i.d. scaled (by

√
n/sN) random signs with “+” and

“-” being equally probable. Section 3 empirically shows the behavior of q with respect to N
when s = O(n), a commonly used sparsity criterion in many applications (i.e., with s = αn,
where α < 1 is a small fraction). Finally, we have the following generalization of Theorem 2.2
for noisy generative models (i.e., showing stability to noise).

Remark 2. When a noisy generative model of the data is used in Assumption (A1), i.e.,
W∗P = Z∗ + H, where H denotes noise, then for small noise, Theorem 2.2 holds, except
that the term C‖H‖F , where C > 0 is a constant, is added to the right hand side of (3).

2.4 Proofs of Theorems, Corollary, and Remarks

We first prove Theorem 2.1 and then the proof of Theorem 2.2 is briefly presented highlighting
the distinctions arising from the generalization. The proof of Corollary 2.3 is presented for
the case of Theorem 2.1 (the proof for the case of Theorem 2.2 is similar). The proof of
Remark 2 follows along the same lines as those of the theorems, and is omitted.

To prove Theorem 2.1, we will first prove two supporting lemmas that establish properties
of the iterates. First, Lemma 1 shows that the error between the iterate Z1 and Z∗ is
bounded and the bound depends on the approximation error with respect to W∗ for the
initial W0 (bounded by ε as in Assumption (A5)). Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 show that the
error between the first W iterate (W1) and W∗ is bounded above by qε for Theorem 2.1
and Theorem 2.2, respectively. Similar bounds are shown to hold for subsequent iterations.
Therefore, for Algorithm 1 to converge linearly, one only needs q < 1 as in Assumption (A3)
or as established by Proposition 1. The scaling indicated in Remark 1 follows from the proofs
of Lemmas 1 and 3.

2.4.1 Proof of Theorem 2.1

For our proofs, we define the sequences {Et} and {∆t} such that

Wt = W∗ + Et, (5)

Zt = Z∗ + ∆t. (6)

Lemma 1. (Approximation error for Z) For t = 1 in Algorithm 1 and under Assump-
tions (A1) − (A5), the Frobenious norm of the approximation error of the estimated sparse
coefficients with respect to Z∗ is bounded by ε as defined in (A5). In particular, we have that

‖Z1 − Z∗‖F ≤ ‖E0‖F ,

where ‖E0‖F ≤ ε.

Proof. For each column indexed by j = 1, ..., N , of the sparse coefficients matrix Z1, the
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following hold:

Z1
(·,j) = Hs(W

0P(·,j))
(Eq.5)

= Hs(W
∗P(·,j) + E0P(·,j))

(A1)
= Hs(Z

∗
(·,j) + E0P(·,j))

(A5)
= Z∗(·,j) + Γ1

jE
0P(·,j), (7)

where Γ1
j is a diagonal matrix with a one in the (i, i)th entry if i ∈ S(Z1

(·,j)) and zero otherwise

and E0 is as defined in (5). The last equality above follows from the fact that the support
of Z1

(·,j) includes that of Z∗(·,j), for small enough ε (assumption (A5)). In particular, since∥∥P(·,j)
∥∥
2

=
∥∥Z∗(·,j)∥∥2, we have∥∥E0P(·,j)

∥∥
∞ ≤

∥∥E0P(·,j)
∥∥
2
≤
∥∥E0

∥∥
F

∥∥Z∗(·,j)∥∥2 .
Therefore, whenever ‖E0‖F ≤ ε < 1

2
minj β

(
Z∗
(·,j)

‖Z∗
(·,j)‖2

)
with β(·) being the smallest nonzero

magnitude vector entry, the support of Z1
(·,j) includes3 that of Z∗(·,j) (the entries of the per-

turbation E0P(·,j) are not large enough to change the support). The following results then
hold:

‖Z1 − Z∗‖2F
(Eq.7)

= ‖[Γ1
1E

0P(·,1), ...,Γ
1
NE0P(·,N)]‖2F

(i)

≤ ‖E0P‖2F
(ii)

≤ ‖E0‖2F‖P‖22
(A1)
= ‖E0‖2F .

Here, (i) follows by definition of Γ1
j ; step (ii) holds for the Frobenius norm of a matrix-matrix

product; and the last equality holds because ‖P‖2 = 1 (Assumption (A1)). By Assumption
(A5), ‖E0‖2F ≤ ε, which completes the proof.

Lemma 2. (Approximation error for W) For t = 1 in Algorithm 1 and under Assumptions
(A1)− (A5), the Frobenious norm of the approximation error of the estimated transform with
respect to W∗ is bounded as

‖W1 −W∗‖F ≤ qε,

where q is a scalar coefficient as in Theorem 2.1.

Proof. Denote the SVD of Z∗Z1T as U1
zΣ

1
zV

1
z
T

. From Algorithm 1, we have

W1 = V1U1T , PZ1T = U1Σ1V1T .

Using the SVD of Z∗Z1T , we rewrite the above equations as

PZ1T (A1)
= W∗TZ∗Z1T = W∗TU1

z︸ ︷︷ ︸
U1

Σ1
z︸︷︷︸

Σ1

V1
z
T︸︷︷︸

V1T

W1 = V1
zU

1
z
T
W∗. (8)

3In this case, the support of Z1
(·,j) in fact coincides with that of Z∗(·,j). If we relaxed Assumption (A2)

from ‖Z∗(·,j)‖0 = s to ‖Z∗(·,j)‖0 ≤ s ∀ j, then S
(
Z∗(·,j)

)
⊆ S

(
Z1

(·,j)

)
holds, and the lemma still holds.
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Now the error between W1 and W∗ satisfies

‖W1 −W∗‖2F
(Eq.8)

= ‖V1
zU

1
z
T
W∗ −W∗‖2F = ‖(V1

zU
1
z
T − Id)W∗‖2F = ‖V1

zU
1
z
T − Id‖2F , (9)

where the matrix V1
zU

1
z
T

can be further rewritten as follows:

V1
zU

1
z
T

= V1
z

(
Σ1
z

)−1
U1
z
T
U1
zΣ

1
zU

1
z
T

= (Z∗Z1T )−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

(Z∗Z1TZ1Z∗T )
1
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

(b)

. (10)

The above equality holds for all ε < 1, which suffices to ensure Z∗Z1T is invertible.
Using Taylor Series Expansions for the matrix inverse and positive-definite square root

along with (6) and the assumption Z∗Z∗T = Id, we have that

(a) = (Z∗Z1T )−1
(Eq.6)

= (Z∗(Z∗ + ∆1)T )−1 = (Z∗Z∗T + Z∗∆1T )−1

(A4)
= (Id + Z∗∆1T )−1 = Id− Z∗∆1T +O((∆1)2)

(b) = (Z∗Z1TZ1Z∗T )
1
2

(A4)
= Id +

1

2
(Z∗∆1T + ∆1Z∗T ) +O((∆1)2)

V1
zU

1
z
T (Eq.10)

= (a)(b)

=
(
Id− Z∗∆1T +O((∆1)2)

)(
Id + 1

2
(Z∗∆1T + ∆1Z∗T ) +O((∆1)2)

)
= Id +

1

2
(∆1Z∗T − Z∗∆1T ) +O((∆1)2) (11)

where O((∆1)2) denotes corresponding higher order series terms, and is bounded in norm

by C
∥∥∆1

∥∥2 for some constant C.
Substituting these expressions in (9), the error between the first transform iterate W1

and W∗ is bounded as

‖W1 −W∗‖F
(Eq.9)

= ‖V1
zU

1
z
T − Id‖F ≈

1

2
‖∆1Z∗T − Z∗∆1T‖F . (12)

The approximation error above is bounded in norm by Cε2, which is negligible for small
ε. So we only bound the dominant term 0.5‖∆1Z∗T − Z∗∆1T‖F on the right. The matrix

∆1Z∗T −Z∗∆1T clearly has a zero diagonal (skew-symmetric). Thus, we have the following
inequalities:

‖W1 −W∗‖F ≈
1

2
‖∆1Z∗T − Z∗∆1T‖F ≤

√√√√ n∑
k=1

‖DkZ∗D̃k∆1
(k,·)

T‖22

≤

√√√√ n∑
k=1

‖DkZ∗D̃k‖22‖∆1
(k,·)‖22 ≤ max

k
‖DkZ

∗D̃k‖2

√√√√ n∑
k=1

‖∆1
(k,·)‖22

= max
k
‖DkZ

∗D̃k‖2‖∆1‖F
Lem.1

≤ q‖E0‖F

= q‖W0 −W∗‖F , (13)

9



where we define q := maxk‖DkZ
∗D̃k‖2. Since ‖E0‖F ≤ ε by Assumption (A5), we obtain

the desired result.

Thus, we have shown the results for the t = 1 case. We complete the proof of Theorem 2.1
by observing that for each subsequent iteration t = τ + 1, the same steps as above can be
repeated along with the induction hypothesis (IH) to show that

‖Zτ+1 − Z∗‖F = ‖∆τ+1‖F ≤ ‖Eτ‖F

= ‖Wτ −W∗‖F
(IH)

≤ qτ ε

‖Wτ+1 −W∗‖F ≤ q‖Zτ+1 − Z∗‖F ≤ q(qτε).

2.4.2 Proof of Theorem 2.2

Here, we present the distinctions in the proof of Theorem 2.2. When Assumption (A4) is
dropped, Lemma 1 and its proof remain unaffected. The change to Lemma 2 and its proof
are outlined next.

Lemma 3. (Removing Assumption (A4)) For t = 1 in Algorithm 1 and under Assumptions
(A1) − (A3) and (A5), the Frobenious norm of the approximation error of the estimated
transform with respect to W∗ is bounded as

‖W1 −W∗‖F ≤ qε,

where q is a scalar coefficient as in Theorem 2.2.

Proof. To remove Assumption (A4) in the proof of Lemma 2, we need to generalize the
Taylor Series expansions in (11). Let G , Z∗Z∗T . First, we look at the series expansion of

(Z∗Z1T )−1, for which the following equalities hold:

(Z∗Z1T )−1 = (Z∗Z∗T + Z∗(∆1)T )−1

= (G(Id + G−1Z∗(∆1)T ))−1 = (Id + G−1Z∗(∆1)T )−1G−1

= (Id−G−1Z∗(∆1)T +O((∆1)2))G−1

= G−1 −G−1Z∗(∆1)TG−1 +O((∆1)2),

where we factored out4 G−1 and then computed the series expansion of a matrix inverse.
The result holds for all ε with κ2

(
Z∗
)
ε < 1. For the series expansion of the matrix square

root in (10), we first observe that

(Z∗Z1TZ1Z∗T )
1
2 = (Z∗(Z∗ + ∆1)

T
(Z∗ + ∆1)Z∗T )

1
2

=
(
Z∗Z∗TZ∗Z∗T + (Z∗Z∗T∆1Z∗T + Z∗∆1TZ∗Z∗T + Z∗∆1T∆1Z∗T )

) 1
2

=
(
G2 + (G∆1Z∗T + Z∗∆1TG + Z∗∆1T∆1Z∗T )

) 1
2
.

4Matrix G is invertible for Assumption (A3) to hold.
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Let F (G) ,
(
G2 + (G∆1Z∗T + Z∗∆1TG + Z∗∆1T∆1Z∗T )

) 1
2

=
(
G2 + ∆̃

) 1
2
, where ∆̃ de-

notes the remainder of terms within the square root. The Taylor Series expansion for F (G)
can be written as F (G) ≈ G + RT (∇F (G)Vec(∆̃T )) + O(∆̃2), where the operator Vec(·)
reshapes a matrix into a vector by stacking the columns, R(·) undoes or inverts the Vec(·)
operation by reshaping a vector into an n × n matrix, and the gradient of the square root
function is obtained as follows, where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and ⊕ denotes the
Kronecker sum:

∇F (G) =
∂Vec(F T (G))

∂VecT (GT )
= (Id⊗G + G⊗ Id)−1 = (G⊕G)−1. (14)

Using the above expressions, (10) in this case becomes

V1
zU

1
z
T

= (Z∗Z1T )−1(Z∗Z1TZ1Z∗T )
1
2

= Id−G−1Z∗∆1T + G−1RT ((G⊕G)−1Vec(∆̃T )) +O((∆1)2),

= Id−G−1Z∗∆1T + G−1RT ((G⊕G)−1Vec(G∆1Z∗T + Z∗∆1TG)) +O((∆1)2),
(15)

with O((∆1)2) denoting corresponding higher order series terms in each step.

Now recall from (12) that ‖W1−W∗‖F = ‖V1
zU

1
z
T−Id‖F = ‖B‖F , where B , V1

zU
1
z
T−

Id = −G−1Z∗(∆1)T + G−1RT ((G ⊕G)−1Vec(G∆1Z∗T + Z∗(∆1)TG)) + O((∆1)2). First,
using the property of the Vec(·) operator that Vec(AXC) = (CT ⊗A)Vec(X), we can easily
obtain a simplified expression for B ignoring the O((∆1)2) terms (since they are bounded in
norm by Cε2, which is negligible for small ε and C is a constant) in (15) as follows:

Vec(BT ) =− (G−1 ⊗ Id)Vec(∆1Z∗T ) + (G−1 ⊗ Id)(G⊕G)−1(Id⊗G)Vec(∆1Z∗T )

+ (G−1 ⊗ Id)(G⊕G)−1(G⊗ Id)Vec(Z∗(∆1)T ). (16)

Denoting the SVD of (positive-definite) G as QΛQT , it can be shown that the SVD of the
Kronecker sum G ⊕G is5 (Q ⊗Q)(Λ ⊕ Λ)(Q ⊗Q)T , or that (G ⊕G)−1 = (Q ⊗Q)(Λ ⊕
Λ)−1(Q⊗Q)T . Using these SVDs and the standard result that

(H1 ⊗H2)(H3 ⊗H4) = (H1H3 ⊗H2H4), (17)

the following results readily hold:

(G⊕G)−1(Id⊗G) = (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)−1(QT ⊗QT )(Id⊗G)

= (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)−1(QT ⊗QTG)

= (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)−1(QT ⊗ΛQT )

= (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)−1(Id⊗Λ)(QT ⊗QT ), (18)

5The SVD of the Kronecker sum is established by the following equalities that use the definitions of the
Kronecker sum and SVD of G and (17): G⊕G = Id⊗G+G⊗Id = Q Id QT⊗QΛQT +QΛQT⊗Q Id QT =
(Q⊗Q)(Id⊗Λ)(QT ⊗QT ) + (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊗ Id)(QT ⊗QT ) = (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)(QT ⊗QT ).
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(G⊕G)−1(G⊗ Id) = (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)−1(QTG⊗QT )

= (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)−1(ΛQT ⊗QT )

= (Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)−1(Λ⊗ Id)(QT ⊗QT ). (19)

Substituting (18) and (19) in (16) yields

Vec(BT ) = (G−1 ⊗ Id)(Q⊗Q)

([
(Λ⊕Λ)−1(Id⊗Λ)− Id

]
(QT ⊗QT )Vec(∆1Z∗T )

+ (Λ⊕Λ)−1(Λ⊗ Id)(QT ⊗QT )Vec(Z∗(∆1)T )

)
. (20)

Moreover, we have that

(Λ⊕Λ)−1(Id⊗Λ)− Id = (Λ⊕Λ)−1
(
(Id⊗Λ)− (Λ⊕Λ)

)
= (Λ⊕Λ)−1

(
(Id⊗Λ)− (Id⊗Λ + Λ⊗ Id)

)
= −(Λ⊕Λ)−1(Λ⊗ Id).

(21)

Thus, equation (20) simplifies as follows:

Vec(BT ) = H Vec
(
Z∗(∆1)T −∆1Z∗T

)
, (22)

where the matrix H is defined as

H , (G−1 ⊗ Id)(Q⊗Q)(Λ⊕Λ)−1(Λ⊗ Id)(QT ⊗QT ). (23)

Finally, we use (22) to obtain

‖W1−W∗‖F = ‖V1
zU

1
z
T−Id‖F ≈ ‖H Vec

(
Z∗(∆1)T −∆1Z∗T

)
‖2 ≤ ‖H‖2‖∆1Z∗T−Z∗(∆1)T‖F .

(24)
Here, the submultiplicativity of the spectral norm and the fact that ‖H1 ⊗H2‖2 =
‖H1‖2 ‖H2‖2 ensures that

‖H‖2 ≤
∥∥G−1 ⊗ Id

∥∥
2

∥∥Q⊗Q
∥∥
2

∥∥(Λ⊕Λ)−1
∥∥
2

∥∥Λ⊗ Id
∥∥
2

∥∥QT ⊗QT
∥∥
2

=
∥∥G−1∥∥

2

∥∥Q∥∥2
2

∥∥(Λ⊕Λ)−1
∥∥
2

∥∥Λ∥∥
2

∥∥QT
∥∥2
2

=
κ4(Z∗)

2
, (25)

where the last equality follows from the facts that
∥∥Q∥∥

2
= 1 (for unitary matrix);∥∥Λ∥∥

2
=
∥∥G∥∥

2
=
∥∥Z∗∥∥2

2
=
∥∥P∥∥2

2
= 1 (by Assumption (A1));

∥∥(Λ⊕Λ)−1
∥∥
2

= 0.5
∥∥G−1∥∥

2
=

0.5σ−1n (G) = 0.5σ−2n (Z∗), where σn(·) denotes the smallest matrix singular value; and the
fact that κ(Z∗) = σ1(Z

∗)/σn(Z∗) = σ−1n (Z∗) (using Assumption (A1)). Substituting (25) in
(24) and using a similar set of inequalities as in (13) to bound the ‖∆1Z∗T − Z∗(∆1)T‖F
term in (24) provides the following bound:

‖W1 −W∗‖F ≈ ‖H Vec
(
Z∗(∆1)T −∆1Z∗T

)
‖2 ≤ q‖W0 −W∗‖F , (26)

where q = κ4(Z∗)maxk‖DkZ
∗D̃k‖2. Since by Assumption (A5), ‖E0‖F ≤ ε, we obtain the

desired result.
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2.4.3 Proof of Corollary 2.3

We have q = maxk ‖DkZ
∗D̃k‖2 with Z∗Z∗T = Id by assumptions (A3) and (A4), respectively.

For brevity in notation, let Mk = DkZ
∗D̃k. Here the matrix Dk zeros out the kth row of

Z∗ and D̃k zeros out the columns corresponding to the complement of the support of the
kth row of Z∗.

The matrix MkM
T
k is then a diagonal matrix where the (k, k)th entry is 0 and the

(i, i)th entry for i 6= k is ‖Z∗(i,·)|S(Z∗
(i,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.))‖22, where Z∗(i,·)|S(Z∗
(i,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.)) coin-
cides with Z∗(i,·) on S(Z∗(i,.)) ∩ S(Z∗(k,.)) and is zero outside this support. Clearly,
the kth row and column of MkM

T
k are zero and its other off-diagonal entries are

〈Z∗(i,.)|S(Z∗
(i,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.)),Z
∗
(j,·)|S(Z∗

(j,.))∩S(Z∗
(k,.))〉 = 0 because each column of Z∗ has at most

s = 2 non-zeros and S(Z∗(i,.)) ∩ S(Z∗(j,.)) ∩ S(Z∗(k,.)) = ∅ for i 6= j 6= k. So, we have that

q2 = max
k
‖MkM

T
k ‖2

= max
1≤k≤n

max
i 6=k
‖Z∗(i,·)|S(Z∗

(i,.))∩S(Z∗
(k,.))‖

2
2

< 1,

where the last inequality bound follows from the fact that ‖Z∗(i,·)|S(Z∗
(i,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.))‖22 < 1 for
all i 6= k, which holds because each row of Z∗ has unit `2 norm (assumption (A4)) and no
two rows have the exact same support.

2.5 Proof of Proposition 1

Under the conditions stated in Proposition 1, the q factor is expected to be less than 1 given
sufficient training signals, i.e., large N . For the proof, we study the asymptotic behavior

of the matrices H , Z∗Z∗T and G , Mk
(
Mk
)T

, where Mk , DkZ
∗D̃k, which appear

in qN =
(
κ4
(
Z∗
)
/‖P‖2

)
max1≤k≤n ‖DkZ

∗D̃k‖2 as defined in Remark 1. First, we show

that
(
κ4
(
Z∗
)
/‖P‖2

)
→ 1 almost surely as N → ∞ using H. Then, we will show that

‖DkZ
∗D̃k‖2 → 1 almost surely as N →∞ using G.

Let Z̃∗ =
√
NZ∗. Then the nonzero entries of Z̃∗ have zero mean and variance of n/s.

Let 1{j∈S(Z∗
(.,l))} denote the indicator function that takes the value 1 when j ∈ S(Z∗(.,l)) and

is zero otherwise. Since Z∗Z∗T = N−1Z̃∗Z̃∗
T
, using the law of large numbers, the diagonal

entries of H converge almost surely as follows:

lim
N→∞

H(j,j) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
l=1

Z̃∗
2

(j,l)1{j∈S(Z∗
(.,l))} = E

[
Z̃∗

2

(j,l)1{j∈S(Z∗
(.,l))}

]
= 1, (27)

where b , Z̃∗
2

(j,l)1{j∈S(Z∗
(.,l))} is i.i.d. over the columns l. The random variable b is nonzero

(the nonzero part has mean n/s) with probability (w.p.)6 s/n and is zero w.p. 1 − (s/n),
implying E [b] = 1. Similarly, the off-diagonal entries H(i,j) for i 6= j converge as follows:

lim
N→∞

H(i,j) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
l=1

Z̃∗(i,l)Z̃
∗
(j,l)1{i,j∈S(Z∗

(.,l))} = E
[
Z̃∗(i,l)Z̃

∗
(j,l)1{i,j∈S(Z∗

(.,l))}
]

= 0, (28)

6The probability that j ∈ S
(
Z∗(.,l)

)
is

(n−1
s−1)
(n
s)

= s
n .
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where h , Z̃∗(i,l)Z̃
∗
(j,l)1{i,j∈S(Z∗

(.,l))} is nonzero w.p.7 r = s(s − 1)/n(n − 1) and zero w.p.

1 − r, implying E [h] =
(
s(s− 1)/n(n− 1)

)
E[a] = 0, where a is the product of two i.i.d.

zero mean random variables. Therefore, from (27) and (28), it follows that H = Z∗Z∗T

converges to Id almost surely. Thus, as N → ∞, κ4
(
Z∗
)
/‖P‖2 = κ2

(
H
)
/
√
‖H‖2 in the

definition of qN , converges to 1 almost surely.
Now consider G and note that the kth row and column of the matrix G are zero. As

N →∞, the diagonal entries of G have the following limit almost surely:

lim
N→∞

G(j,j) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
l=1

Z̃∗
2

(j,l)1{l∈S(Z∗
(j,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.))}

= E
[
Z̃∗

2

(j,l)1{l∈S(Z∗
(j,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.))}
]

=
s(s− 1)

n(n− 1)
× n

s
=
s− 1

n− 1
, (29)

which holds for all j 6= k. The expectation follows from the fact that
Z̃∗

2

(j,l)1{l∈S(Z∗
(j,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.))} is i.i.d. over the columns8 l, is nonzero (mean n/s for nonzero

part) w.p. s(s− 1)/n(n− 1), and is zero otherwise. The following limit holds almost surely
for the off-diagonal entries of G:

lim
N→∞

G(i,j) = lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
l=1

Z̃∗(i,l)Z̃
∗
(j,l)1{l∈S(Z∗

(i,.))∩S(Z∗
(j,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.))}

= E
[
Z̃∗(i,l)Z̃

∗
(j,l)1{l∈S(Z∗

(i,.))∩S(Z∗
(j,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.))}
]

= 0, (30)

which follows because the indexes i, j, and k all lie in the support of the lth column (to

get non-zero indicator function) w.p. s(s−1)(s−2)
n(n−1)(n−2) , and the expectation of the product of zero

mean i.i.d. random variables is zero. It is obvious from (29) and (30) that

lim
N→∞

Mk
(
Mk
)T

=
s− 1

n− 1
Dk a.s. (31)

Thus, as N → ∞,
∥∥∥DkZ

∗D̃k

∥∥∥
2

=
∥∥Mk

∥∥
2
→
√
s− 1/n− 1 almost surely, and the same is

true for max1≤k≤n ‖Mk‖2. Combining all the above results, the required result (4) is readily
established.

3 Experiments

In this section, we provide numerical results supporting our findings. We also discuss the
empirical behavior of the algorithm with respect to different initializations.

7This is the probability that the two indexes i and j both appear in the support of the lth column of Z∗.

Thus, r =
(n−2
s−2)
(n
s)

= s(s−1)
n(n−1) .

8Note that 1{l∈S(Z∗
(j,.))∩S(Z∗

(k,.))} = 1{j,k∈S(Z∗
(.,l))}.
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3.1 Empirical Performance of Algorithm

In the first two experiments, we generated the training set P using randomly generated W∗

and Z∗, and set n = 50, N = 10000, and s = {5, 10}. The transform W∗ is generated in each
case by applying Matlab’s orth() function on a standard Gaussian matrix. For generating
Z∗, the support of each column is chosen uniformly at random and the nonzero entries are
drawn i.i.d. from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance n/sN . Section 2
(Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) established model recovery guarantees for Algorithm 1. Figure 1
shows the empirical evolution of the Frobenius norm of the approximation error of the trans-

form iterates with respect to W∗, for an ε initialization (ε = 0.49 minj β
(
Z∗(·,j)/‖Z∗(·,j)‖2

)
–

see (7)). The plots illustrate the observed linear convergence of the iterates to the underlying
generative operator W∗.

Figure 1: The performance of Algorithm 1 for recovering W∗ for s = 5 and s = 10.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of Algorithm 1 with different initializations. We plot the evo-
lution of the objective function over iterations and consider six different initializations. The

first, labeled ‘eps’, denotes an initialization as in Fig. 1 with ε = 0.49 minj β
(
Z∗(·,j)/‖Z∗(·,j)‖2

)
.

The other initializations are as follows: entries of W0 drawn i.i.d. from a standard Gaussian
distribution (labeled ‘rand’); an n × n identity matrix W0 labeled ‘id’; a discrete cosine
transform (DCT) initialization labeled ‘dct’; entries of W0 drawn i.i.d. from a uniform dis-
tribution ranging from 0 to 1 (labeled ‘unif’); and W0 = 0n×n labeled ‘zero’. Note that the
minimum objective value in (1) is 0. For non-epsilon initalizations, we see that the behavior
of Algorithm 1 is split into two phases. In the first phase, the iterates slowly decrease the
objective. When the iterates are close enough to a solution, the second phase occurs and
during this phase, Algorithm 1 enjoys rapid convergence (towards 0). Note that the objec-
tive’s convergence rate in the second phase is similar to that of the ‘eps’ case. Additionally,
for different initializations, the algorithm converged to a scaled, row permuted version of
the predetermined W∗. The behavior of Algorithm 1 is similar for s = 5 and s = 10, with
the latter case taking more iterations to enter the second phase of convergence. This makes
sense since there are more coefficients to learn for larger s. This experiment shows that
Algorithm 1 is robust to initialization.
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Figure 2: The performance of Algorithm 1 with various initializations for s = 5 (left) and
s = 10 (right).

3.2 The q factor in Proposition 1

Figure 3: On the x-axis we plot the number of training data points N and on the y-axis,
(Left) the condition number κ(Z∗), (Center) the maximum spectral norm over choice k for
DkZ

∗D̃k, and (Right) the contraction factor q = (κ4(Z∗)/‖Z∗‖2) maxk ‖DkZ
∗D̃k‖2. The

top of plots corresponds to n = 50 and the bottom row of plots corresponds to n = 100.

In our last experiment, we illustrate Proposition 1 empirically. For each trial, we fix
the signal dimension to be n = {50, 100}. In addition to varying N , we vary s/n =
{0.06, 0.1, 0.2}. For each column of the generating Z∗, s indexes are selected uniformly
at random to be nonzero i.i.d. Gaussian entries with mean 0 and variance n/sN . We then
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compute the following functions of Z∗: the condition number κ(Z∗), the maximum spectral
norm over choice k for DkZ

∗D̃k, and the contraction factor q that is a function of these
quantities. Fig. 3 plots these quantities and clearly shows that q < 1 for large N for each n
and s/n setting. The maximum spectral norm plots quickly converged close to their expected
values of

√
s− 1/n− 1. Moreover, κ(Z∗) approaches close to 1 as N increases as expected,

indicating that the probabilistic sparsity model approaches the scenario in Theorem 2.1.
We have observed similar empirical behavior for the q factor, when the non-zero entries are
drawn from other distributions such as scaled random signs.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we presented a study of the model recovery properties of the alternating min-
imization algorithm for structured (unitary) sparsifying transform learning. The algorithm
converges rapidly to the generative model(s) from local neighborhoods under mild assump-
tions. The assumptions were shown to hold for well-known probabilistic models. In practice,
the sparsifying operator learning method is robust to initialization. Our numerical results
showed that the algorithm performs well under various initializations, with similar eventual
rates of convergence. We have observed empirically that the algorithm converges to the
specific W∗ even with quite large perturbations for the initial W0 from W∗ (i.e., large ε
values in Assumption (A5)). We plan to analyze the effects of initialization in more detail
in future work.
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